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￭ IdnWebShieldPro supports Windows, macOS, Linux and Unix operating systems. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is a native server software. The software's main role is to operate servers. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is Free and open source software. Its source code is available for download
at SourceForge under the GNU General Public License. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is compiled under a custom Linux distro based on Debian GNU/Linux 9.3. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is automated to protect against all Phishing and Pharming attacks. ￭ idnwebshieldpro is fully integrated
into web proxy servers. It can detect, block and redirect the access to malicious resources: - If a user clicks on a suspicious link, the user will be redirected to a neutral web page of idnwebshieldpro. - If the malicious resource is visited, the resource will be redirected to a
neutral web page of idnwebshieldpro. - If the malicious resource is loaded in the browser, the browser will be redirected to a neutral web page of idnwebshieldpro. - If the malicious resource is saved on the hard disk, idnwebshieldpro will automatically delete the resource or
remove it from the hard disk. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is not a "phishing-filter" of other phishing-filters. It provides unique protection by filtering web links out of their malicious content. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is the only server-based security software which provides complete
security and protection against all Phishing and Pharming attacks. ￭ You have the possibility to configure your server and / or internet connection to have the best possible protection from these attacks. ￭ You can define certain IP-addresses which IdnWebShieldPro will not
allow to access your server. ￭ You can allow / block a certain URL-protocol. ￭ IdnWebShieldPro is based on the client-side-technology (browser) independent and therefore can be easily integrated into all web proxies and web servers (no new service running). ￭
IdnWebShieldPro provides complete protection against all Phishing and Pharming attacks. ￭ Support for more than 70.000.000 different top-level-domains and hundreds of sub-domains. ￭ Unique multi-language support, it
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KEYMACRO is a cross-platform, cross-language programming and debugging tool for embedded systems (hardware level). By introducing a new kind of a macro language (RAMF), the developer can compile any source code written in the macro language to a machine code
for their target system. USER-ACCESSIBLE DESCRIPTION: KEYMACRO allows developers to use a macro language for writing embedded C code and debugging the code. Macros help a developer to concisely write code and reduce the number of lines of code. A developer
can write a complex and sophisticated embedded C program with the macros. By means of a new type of a program called a Macro Monitor, the developer can obtain detailed information on the current program execution status as if the developer was running the program
within the development environment. This feature will enable the developer to understand how the program is actually executing. KEYMACRO has several key features; • an easy to use developer environment • an advanced debugger • a macro language • an IDE (Intelligent
Development Environment) • an object browser • an overview of the target system • a new type of a program called a Macro Monitor • an automatic build system KEYMACRO is designed for the programmers who create new types of applications for the target devices.
Polexia is a PHP Web Applications Framework based on clean design and clean code. It's a new concept of web applications, which has been used for ages in the Java platform. By using Polexia framework, you will be a lot easier to create new web applications and you will
have a better performance and efficiency. It supports PHP 4+ and also work with PHP 5. The concept of Polexia is based on the Unit's Pattern. Unit = User, a Core Class, is a Behavior, a Unit Interface, a Unit Interface, a Unit. It's a class, which has a class, which has a class.
This kind of the pattern is easy to understand and remember and easy to use. Polexia provide 4 main layers PHP Engine Layer Polexia Engine is a PHP Engine. It's responsible to manage the data, the session, the output, etc. By using the framework, you can create a
separated web application and you can be separated each data by a database, etc. sFile Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a simple protocol for file transfer over the Internet. In this communication, a person is allowed to copy a file from 2edc1e01e8
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IdnWebShield is a security tool that provides full protection against all Phishing and Pharming attacks. IdnWebShield is already preconfigured for full protection mode, easy-to-install and easy-to-use (it works automatically in the background) for anybody without detailed
computer-knowledge, or fully configurable for anybody who likes to play with IdnWebShield and its features. Here are some key features of "IdnWebShieldPro": ￭ Base proctection against Phishing with anti-Phishing blacklist : Dangerouse Internet resources listed in the g4bi
database are blocked by IdnWebShield. ￭ Phishing-toolkit-blocker: is referred to as a blacklist extension which checks web links against particular "Phishing-toolkit signatures". Phishing-toolkits are referred to as software programes which enable criminals to easily create
large Internet portals of spoofed websites. ￭ Phishing attack prevention with IdnCCD protocol : Prevents Phishing attacks with international domain names. ￭ Pharming attack prevention anti-Pharming local DNS monitor: Monitors your local "hosts" file for any changes
notifies you accordingly if you try to access some internet resource quoted in this file. ￭ Pharming attack prevention anti-Pharming authenticated DNS cache: Processing your web requests IdnWebShield accepts DNS information only from authoritative nameservers. ￭
Phishing attack prevention with anti-Phishing URL monitor : Analyzes the format of requested links. Prevents Phishing attacks which use some form of technical deception designed to make a link in an email appear to belong to a certain organization. ￭ World-Wide-Web link
detective: looks up background information about a link. It should complement your knowledge of what is going on behind the scenes. IdnWebShieldPro Features: 1. The system runs completely in the background. You do not need to do anything manually. You do not need to
change any settings and run any software. 2. Compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7 and 8. IdnWebShieldPro works with all editions of Windows. 3. Preconfigured for "full protection" mode ( "IdnWebShield Pro - Full Protection" ). The system works automatically and protects
your computer against most of the known and unknown Phishing and Pharming attacks. You do not need to configure anything. 4. "Ph
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What's New in the IdnWebShieldPro?

￭ Base proctection against Phishing with anti-Phishing blacklist : Dangerouse Internet resources listed in the g4bi database are blocked by IdnWebShield. ￭ Phishing-toolkit-blocker: is referred to as a blacklist extension which checks web links against particular "Phishing-
toolkit signatures". Phishing-toolkits are referred to as software programes which enable criminals to easily create large Internet portals of spoofed websites. ￭ Phishing attack prevention with IdnCCD protocol : Prevents Phishing attacks with international domain names. ￭
Pharming attack prevention anti-Pharming local DNS monitor: Monitors your local "hosts" file for any changes notifies you accordingly if you try to access some internet resource quoted in this file. ￭ Pharming attack prevention anti-Pharming authenticated DNS cache:
Processing your web requests IdnWebShield accepts DNS information only from authoritative nameservers. ￭ Phishing attack prevention with anti-Phishing URL monitor : Analyzes the format of requested links. Prevents Phishing attacks which use some form of technical
deception designed to make a link in an email appear to belong to a certain organization. ￭ World-Wide-Web link detective: looks up background information about a link. It should complement your knowledge of what is going on behind the scenes. Requirements: ￭ Microsoft
Windows XP or later ￭ Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 or later ￭ Apache, lighttpd or other web-server (Versions 1.0.x works only with Internet Explorer 8 or later) * Documentation: ￭ idnwebshield-docs.zip - Documentation in HTML and PDF. ￭ idnwebshield-lite-docs.zip -
Documentation in HTML and PDF. Installation: ￭ Install from the idnwebshield-1.0.0.exe, idnwebshield-lite-1.0.0.exe. Configuration: ￭ Run the Program once: ￭ Right click on the setup file and select properties ￭ Click on the Compatibility tab. ￭ Check "Run this program as
an administrator" ￭ Click on OK. ￭ Double click on the idnwebshield.exe ￭ Click on Install. ￭ The Installer will detect the pre-configured components and install the necessary components. ￭ Click on OK. ￭ Idnwebshield Pro will start. ￭ Exit. &
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System Requirements For IdnWebShieldPro:

Windows Vista, Windows XP or Windows 7 32-bit Processor: 2.0 GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB Video Card: ATI RADEON HD 3850 or Nvidia GTS 250 Hard Drive: 3 GB free space Input Devices: Wired Keyboard Wired Mouse Application: SketchUp (latest version) Keyboard
Shortcuts: 1) Loading a model: Press S > N > S 2) Start a new project: Press A > N >
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